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Computer Graphics for Java ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A great many varied and interesting visual effects can be achieved with computer graphics, for which a fundamental understanding of the underlying mathematical concepts – and a knowledge of how they can be implemented in a particular programming language – is essential. 

Computer Graphics for Java Programmers, 2nd...
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Network Models and Optimization: Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm Approach (Decision Engineering)Springer, 2008
Network models are critical tools in business, management, science and industry. Network Models and Optimization: Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm Approach presents an insightful, comprehensive, and up-to-date treatment of multiple objective genetic algorithms to network optimization problems in many disciplines, such as engineering,...
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Handbook of Research on Ubiquitous Computing Technology for Real Time EnterprisesInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	After the mainframe and personal computer eras, the third major era in computer science, ubiquitous computing, describes the state of technology in which networked computers would surround every user.


	Ubiquitous Computing Technology for Real Time Enterprises combines the fundamental methods, algorithms, and concepts of...
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Sliding Mode Control and Observation (Control Engineering)Birkhauser, 2013

	The sliding mode control methodology has proven effective in dealing with complex dynamical systems affected by disturbances, uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics. Robust control technology based on this methodology has been applied to many real-world problems, especially in the areas of aerospace control, electric power systems,...
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Computer Vision in Advanced Control Systems-5: Advanced Decisions in Technical and Medical Applications (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2019

	The research book is a continuation of our previous books which are focused on the recent advances in computer vision methodologies and technical solutions using conventional and intelligent paradigms.

	

	• Computer Vision in Control Systems—1, Mathematical Theory, ISRL Series, Volume 73, Springer-Verlag, 2015
...
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Parallel Programming with Co-arrays (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2018

	
		Parallel Programming with Co-Arrays describes the basic techniques used to design parallel algorithms for high-performance, scientific computing. It is intended for upper-level undergraduate students and graduate students who need to develop parallel codes with little or no previous introduction to parallel...
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Modern Image Quality Assessment (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
This book is about objective image quality assessment—where the aim is to provide computational models that can automatically predict perceptual image quality. The early years of the 21st century have witnessed a tremendous growth in the use of digital images as a means for representing and communicating information. A considerable percentage...
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Linkage in Evolutionary Computation (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
In recent years, the issue of linkage in GEAs has garnered greater attention and recognition from researchers. Conventional approaches that rely much on ad hoc tweaking of parameters to control the search by balancing the level of exploitation and exploration are grossly inadequate. As shown in the work reported here, such parameters tweaking based...
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Algorithms Sequential & Parallel: A Unified Approach (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2005
A major thrust of computer science is the design, analysis, implementation, and scientific evaluation of algorithms to solve critical problems. In addition, new challenges are being offered to computer scientists in the field of computational science and engineering, which includes challenging problems in computational biology, computational fluid...
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Algorithms in C++, Parts 1-4: Fundamentals, Data Structure, Sorting, Searching (3rd Edition) (Pts. 1-4)Addison Wesley, 1998
Robert Sedgewick has thoroughly rewritten and substantially  expanded and updated his popular work to provide current and comprehensive  coverage of important algorithms and data structures. Christopher Van Wyk and  Sedgewick have developed new C++ implementations that both express the methods  in a concise and direct manner, and...
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Real World Instrumentation with Python: Automated Data Acquisition and Control SystemsO'Reilly, 2010

	This is a book about automated instrumentation, and the automated control systems used with automated instrumentation. We will look at how to use the Python programming language to quickly and easily implement automated instrumentation and control systems.


	Automated instrumentation can be found in a wide variety of settings,...
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Design and Analysis of Randomized Algorithms: Introduction to Design ParadigmsSpringer, 2005

	Randomization has become a standard approach in algorithm design. Efficiency
	and simplicity are the main features of randomized algorithms that
	often made randomization a miraculous springboard for solving complex problems
	in various applications. Especially in the areas of communication, cryptography,
	data management, and discrete...
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